Automated Text Summarization of Research Papers Regarding the Effectiveness of Various Treatment Plans for Leukemia
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ABSTRACT

Text summarization involves the identification and extraction of sentences from long documents to produce shorter-length summaries that enable readers to have quick access to relevant information. In this paper, we describe our automated text summarizer that is capable of extracting essential information from research papers regarding various treatment plans for leukemia to aid users in reviewing online research publications more efficiently. The summarizer applies natural language processing and sentence scoring techniques to select parts of a paper, e.g., introduction, body, results, in bullet form. The generated summaries from three leukemia-related papers were then subjected for manual evaluation by experts and laymen. These summaries were found to consist of concise, informative and self-contained descriptions regarding the abstract and the introduction of a given article. However, these were also observed to have an excess of presented data, and a lack of background information, which an end-user is mostly likely required to know to fully comprehend the methods and findings of a study.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the leading diseases in the world is cancer [40], which is a collection of related illnesses that are characterized by out-of-control cell growth. In a study of Ferlay et al. [2014], there were an estimated 14.1 million new cancer cases and 8.2 million cancer deaths that occurred in 2012 worldwide alone.

Most cancers cannot be cured as most are chronic diseases [28]; one of the aforementioned illnesses is leukemia, the most common cancer in children, accounting for about 30% of all pediatric cancers [7]. Fortunately, chronic cancers may be controlled for periods of time with treatment. These treatment plans vary in terms of effectiveness, depending on how cancer would respond to the given medication [28].

For a person with cancer, making treatment choices is an extremely crucial process as it would determine how one would survive. For almost each type of cancer, there are various treatment plans to look into. Choosing which treatment one will undergo involves several factors such as the type of disease, location of the cancer, amount of cancer, extent of spread, one’s overall health and personal wishes [28]. More importantly, the efficacy of a treatment plan will greatly influence one’s decision. Aside from choosing a treatment, it is also important to make treatment choices as fast as possible before cancer has the chance to spread, making treatment become more difficult, thus possibly reducing a person’s chances of surviving [6].

Treatment choices are best discussed with one’s doctor, cancer care team and family members. Some also choose to join face-to-face or online support groups in which they are able to meet people with varying experiences and backgrounds in relation to decisions regarding treatment plans [3]. Through sharing knowledge regarding the effectiveness of their treatments, people can help one another in their own treatment choices. To gather more information, several choose to review different written materials, such as health information packages, leaflets and research articles to study and compare the efficiency of different treatments.

It was also found by Coulter and Ellins [2007] that motivating patients to be more participative and active in decision-making regarding their health has great effect on quality, efficiency, and results, thus strategies should be formulated in order to stimulate and enhance effective patient engagement. An initiative in the United States that gave computer-based support for underprivileged masses worked most effectively as compared with other approaches, as there was more health information for them to access. Therefore, it was concluded that, to encourage patients in personally contributing to their own treatment choices, health literacy must be continually enhanced and developed by means of providing informative decision aids, such as the aforementioned pamphlets, and computer-based and online health information, which include research articles and research journals. More importantly, in the study of Reeve, Han and Brooks [2007],
Automated text summarization is the process of using natural language processing techniques in the identification of the most important data from a source to produce a concise representation of the text input [21]. It has been utilized mostly in processing huge volume of news articles, but over the years, has also shown great potential in the extraction of relevant information from medical literature: text summarization is able to aid those in the area of biomedicine who have to read through various research articles and journals. Reduction of data found in biomedical papers has been found to increase productivity by aiding experts in efficiently finding pertinent texts, and by presenting only the important information from these documents with decreased effort [26]. Several significant works that showed the remarkable capabilities of automatic text summarizers in the medical field include that of Afantenos, Karkaletsis, and Stamatiopoulos [2004], who created a system that can produce a single summary from multiple documents in the pharmaceutical industry, and Aramaki et al. [2009], who programmed a software that can convert a medical text into a tabular structure. Though the usage of automated text summarization is prevalent in the biomedical domain, there is a lack of studies that specifically concern the effectiveness of extractive automatic text summarizers in the reduction of data found in research studies that contain cancer- or leukemia-specific concepts.

In this paper, we describe our approach in building an automated text summarizer that can process single documents to generate extractive summaries by means of concepts that are domain-specific to leukemia.

2. RELATED LITERATURE

2.1 Leukemia and its Treatment

Leukemia is the most common cancer in children, accounting for about 30% of all cancers in children [27]. Several types of leukemia, such as chronic myeloid leukemia and chronic lymphocytic leukemia, are chronic illnesses [28]. Despite being incurable, these chronic diseases can be controlled or managed over long periods of time by means of treatment.

Making treatment choices determines one’s chances of survival; therefore, choosing which treatment one will undergo involves several factors such as the type of disease, location of the cancer, amount of cancer, extent of spread, one’s overall health and personal wishes, and most importantly, the efficacy of a treatment plan [27]. These decisions are seen to be best discussed with one’s doctor, cancer care team and family [28]. Some may even choose to join face-to-face or online support groups in which one can meet people with varying experiences and backgrounds in relation to decisions regarding treatment plans [3]. To gather more information, several choose to look through various reading materials, such as health information packages and leaflets to study and compare the efficiency of different treatments.

2.2 Automated Text Summarization

Automated text summarization is the extraction of relevant data from a document to produce a concise representation of the text input. In the recent decades, this process has been further used and developed to reduce the quantity of text found in a lengthy research paper while preserving its core information [34].

2.2.1 Characteristics

Automated text summarizers have different distinguishable features. The existence of such characteristics can be owed to the varying inputs and outputs one can respectively feed to and obtain from an automated text summarization software [11].

Text summarization algorithms vary due to the input that can be received: the input of a text summarizer can either be a single document, which is considered as a single input text, or a multi-document, which is considered as one text that covers the content of multiple input texts. Additionally, the input of a text summarizer can either be domain-specific, focusing on specific content, or general, accepting input text from any domain [11].

Additionally, text summarization softwares differ according to the output generated. The output of a text summarizer can either be an extract composed of a collection of passaged extracted from the input text, or an abstract, which is an output text newly generated by the program. The output of a text summarizer can also either be a fluent and coherent summary that consists of full, grammatical sentences, or a disfluent and fragmented summary that consists of individual words or portions of text that do not constitute grammatical and coherent sentences or paragraphs [11].

2.2.2 Applications in Various Fields of Specialization

Automated text summarization techniques are found to be useful in various fields of specialization. Businesses and corporations utilize extractive text summarization, accompanied by speech recognition, for the productive generation of “meeting minutes”. On the other hand, legal experts use abstractive text summarizers for the efficient compression and restatement of content found in important judicial papers regarding laws, court decisions, and tribunal processes. Extractive and abstractive text summarization techniques can also be concurrently implemented: online news portals, such as Google and Columbia Newsblaster, use both the aforementioned methods in order to provide users a brief summary of a news article [35].

In the field of biomedicine, effective automated text summarizers have been developed to aid experts in studying a massive volume of data to improve healthcare and efficiently make treatment choices. Such include Text Retrieval Extraction and Summarization Technologies for Large Enterprises (TRESTLE), a system that can produce a single-sentence summary of documents used in the pharmaceutical industry by means of Information Extraction (IE) technologies involving the usage of domain-specific features [34]; AskHERMES, a question-answering system that can answer complex clinical questions with extractive summaries [43]; Text2Table, a software that can summarize by converting a medical text into a tabular structure using extraction strategies [12]; and BioChain, FreqDist, and ChainFreq, novel extractive text summarization algorithms that were developed to identify significant sentences in biomedical research articles [24].

For the development of all kinds of automated text summarizers, natural language processing techniques are employed for the
2.2.3 Qualitative Evaluation of Automated Text Summarizers

As stated by Lloret and Palomar [2009], the qualitative evaluation of automated text summarizers is important. The primary underlying purpose of qualitative evaluation is to establish sets of criteria pertaining to the quality of the summaries without the usage of reference models. The aforesaid criteria should include summary coherence, topic identification, coreference resolution, summary informativeness, and natural language generation. In the study of Mani and Maybury [2001], it was also found that assessors can qualitatively evaluate summarizers by using a Likert scale to rate software-generated summaries according to criteria that pertain to their preferred length, intelligibility, and perceived usefulness. Additionally, according to Saziyabegum and Sajja [2017], qualitative evaluation of automated summarizers must consider the following factors that are used in Document Understanding Conferences and Text Analysis Conferences: redundancy, grammaticality, referential clarity, and structure and coherence.

2.3 Natural Language Processing

Natural language processing (NLP) is the field of study in the area of computer science that focuses on the emergence and development of technologies that can understand human natural language with the use of computational linguistics and artificial intelligence [15].

Several tools have been developed by various researchers for the creation, publication, and manipulation of linguistic data over the past decades. Written in Python, the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) is used for working with natural or human language with interfaces such as WordNet, an English lexical database, and other text-processing instruments for classification, tokenization, stemming, tagging, parsing, and semantic reasoning [37]. In addition, it is a library containing program modules, datasets, and tutorials on NLP.

Using these NLP tools, there are various NLP techniques that can be utilized in the implementation of automated text summarization: some of which are tokenization, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, WordNet, and sentence scoring.

Tokenization is a process or tool in Natural Language Processing that breaks a block of text into tokens, which can represent symbols, letters, words, phrases, or sentences. Moreover, POS tagging can be executed using the POS tagger, a tool that parses input human language text and outputs an annotated version of it based on human grammar. Furthermore, WordNet is an online lexical database for the English language containing information about 155,000 different parts of speech and including simplex, phrasal verbs, and idioms, useful for text disambiguation and classification, and information retrieval. Lastly, sentence scoring is a method of identifying the most relevant sentences in a text document [33].

2.4 Sentence Scoring

Sentence scoring techniques, which are implemented for the development of extractive text summarizers, are utilized in the determination of significant sentences in a text. The scoring of sentences can be performed using three main approaches: word scoring, which designates scores to the most relevant words; sentence scoring, which assigns scores to sentences based on their features; and graph scoring, which analyzes the interrelations between different sentences [33].

Different scoring techniques utilize various sentence features. Some, such as term frequency-inverse document frequency, consider the frequencies of each word within a sentence and within the whole document. Sentence position considers the position of the sentences in regards to its parent paragraph. Sentences containing relatively high quantities of numerical data may also contain more pertinent data towards the summary, and are given a corresponding score. Similarly, cue-phrase scoring considers the number of keywords a sentence contains based on a list of keywords determined previously; the higher the number of keywords, the higher the score. The sentence’s similarity to the title may also be utilized on account of the title containing relevant keywords vital to the topic of the journal. Aggregate similarity scoring uses similarities between pairs of sentences to generate weights for each sentence [36].

No single scoring technique is able to accurately determine the relevance of a sentence. Moreover, since different scoring techniques work on various sentence features, a system of varying sentence scoring techniques is commonly implemented.

3. METHODOLOGY

For the analysis of leukemia-related research studies prior to the development of the algorithm, a corpus comprising of 30 research articles in portable document format (PDF), regarding treatment plans for leukemia were obtained from credible medical databases such as ProQuest, EMBASE, MEDLINE, and the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [9] by using “treatment for leukemia” as the search key. Through examination, each article was found to have a common document structure of significant segments; abstract, introduction, methodology, and findings. The articles were then thoroughly analyzed to determine significant cancer-related keywords or key phrases. Additionally, the taxonomy defined in the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Dictionary of Cancer was used to define supplementary key terms that are specific to the domain of oncology, such as the following: survival rate, overall survival rate, five-year survival rate, disease-free survival rate, complete remission, complete response, partial remission, partial response, rate of relapse, and relapse rate. These keywords and key phrases were later used in one of the sentence scoring techniques, namely cue-phrase scoring technique.

The algorithm is programmed in Python using the Python Integrated Development and Learning Environment, along with the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) module. As shown in Figure 1, the process of developing an automated text summarizer consists of three phases; preprocessing, sentence scoring, and summary generation.
3.1 Preprocessing

Certain text extraction hindrances, such as the inclusion of headers and footers, and errors caused by document layouts that affected the order of sentences, resulted from directly extracting text from PDF files. This required the text pertaining to the article of each document from the corpus of procured articles to be manually transferred to respective unicode-formatted text documents.

The first phase of the automated text summarizer program is the segmentation or the division of a research paper into a list of its respective sections (e.g. abstract, introduction, methodology, findings). Using the NLTK module tokenize package’s sentence and word tokenizer, the algorithm then separates the input document into a list of sentences, and a separate list of words and symbols. Stop words, which are common words with little to no relevance to any given text, were eliminated. These were obtained from the list of stop words provided by one of the text corpora found in the NLTK.

3.2 Sentence Scoring

After text segmentation and tokenization, a list or array is initialized, each element of which corresponds to a sentence’s score that determines the ‘significance’ of a sentence. To identify significant sentences in a given input article text, sentence scoring was performed using a variety of sentence-ranking methods, namely sentence position, cue-phrase sentence scoring, inclusion of numerical data, similarity to title, and term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF). Each technique provides a score to each sentence; cumulatively, these points determine the significance of each sentence.

**Sentence position.** This feature can be used to give sentences closer to the top and bottom of a segment a score, and give a score of zero to the rest of the sentences. The technique assumes that sentences near the top and bottom of a segment contain key ideas about that segment. In the algorithm sentences that are part of the top 20% and bottom 20% sentences of a segment, a score of 1 is given [33].

**Cue-phrase sentence scoring.** This technique assigns scores to a sentence based on how many keywords or key phrases the sentence contains. Cue phrases include keywords significant to the study and transitional devices [33]. A cue-phrase ontology of scientific terms that are related to treatment plans for leukemia was constructed from the analysis of the procured articles; such words include ‘survival rate’, ‘complete remission’, and ‘progress rate’. The formula for cue phrase scoring is:

$$CP = \frac{CPS}{CPD}$$

where

- CP = cue-phrase score,
- CPS = the number of cue phrases in a sentence, and
- CPD = the total number of cue phrases found in a document.

**Sentence inclusion of numerical data.** This scoring assumes that sentences with numerical data are more relevant since they contain quantitative data that may be part of the results or could be significant to a process in the treatment [33]. Such data may refer to quantities relevant to the topic, such as rate of remission, medicine dosage, or the survival rate of a treatment plan. The formula for sentence inclusion of numerical data is:

$$Score = \frac{\log_{10}(n)}{\log_{15}}$$

where

- n = the number of quantitative data in a sentence.

**Sentence similarity to title.** This subscoring technique calculates for a sentence’s similarity to the title [33]. This scoring assumes that words found in the title are relevant to the topic, and sentences more similar to the topic are consequently more relevant. The formula for sentence similarity is:

$$Score = \frac{Ntw}{T}$$

where

- Ntw = the number of the title’s constituent words in the sentence, and
- T = the number of the title’s constituent words.

**Term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF).** For each word in a sentence, a score is given based on how often the word occurs within the sentence and within the document [33]. Specifically, TF-IDF calculates for the relevance of a word to the whole document. The overall weight of each sentence is the total score of all its constituent words. The formula for TF-IDF is:

$$TF-IDF = SN\left(\frac{\log(1 + tf)}{\log(sf)}\right)$$

where

- N = the number of sentences,
tf = the frequency of a term in a sentence, and
sf = the frequency of a term in all sentences.

Scores from this technique had a significantly higher range than
those of the other techniques. This required the obtained scores
from this equation to be normalized into an interval of zero to one
with the equation:

\[ F_n = \frac{TF - IDF_n}{M} \]

where \( F_n \) = the final TF - IDF score
\( TF - IDF_n \) = the TF - IDF score of sentence n
\( M \) = Top TF - IDF score of the document

3.3 Summary Generation

Each sentence scoring technique is applied to every sentence, and
the cumulative scores for each of the sentences are gathered. The
sentences are ranked among each segment of the article. The
highest-ranking N percent of each segment or section is included
in the generated summary, where N is a number predetermined by
the researchers. The value of N varies for each section of the
article: 40 for the abstract, 35 for the introduction, and 15 to both
the methodology and the findings. The percentages were
determined based on the observed general number of sentences
found in each each segment of an article. The segments with
relatively fewer sentences are assumed to be more concise.

Listing 1. Sample structure of a generated summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○ In the present study, we describe the successful treatment of a 71-year-old Japanese female patient with Ph?MPAL by the alternation of second-generation tyrosine kinase inhibitors according to BCR-ABL1 mutations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ The patient survived in her third complete remission (CR) for over 4 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. Introduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○ MPAL is designated as a disease entity in the revised version of World Health Organization’s (WHO) Classification of Tumors of Hematopoietic and Lymphoid Tissues in 2008.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>III. Methodology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○ Sentence 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Sentence 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Sentence 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Sentence n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV. Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○ ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Qualitative evaluation of three summaries generated by the
automated text summarizer were performed by two NLP experts
and two laymen through manual assessment and comparison of
the software-generated summaries vis-a-vis the original article. As
adapted from the methods of Solis, Siy, Tabirao, and Ong [2009],
a set of criteria was defined for use in the qualitative evaluation.
Using the definition of a good summary from the International
Labour Organization [2005], each output was evaluated along two
main criteria -- content and language using a Likert scale of 1 - 5,
(5 - strongly agree, 4 -- agree, 3 -- neutral, 2 -- disagree, 1 --
strongly disagree).

The content criterion looks at the following characteristics of a
good summary [37]: it must include only the core information; it
must have a structure (e.g. introduction-body-conclusion); it must
present the rationale or purpose, results, conclusions, and/or
recommendations of a paper. Additionally, the summary should
be able to state the main topic or idea of the paper. On the other
hand, language criterion focuses on the following aspects of the
summary: its constituent words should be easy to understand by
end-users who can have no complete background knowledge on
the main idea of the paper; its sentences are clear and have simple
structures; and its presented results are accurate.

4.1 Evaluation of the Content

The mean scores obtained from the evaluation of the content of all
the summaries are shown in Table 1. The performance of the
automated text summarizer in terms of its contextual aspect was
given a general average score of 4.08.

The capability of the summarizer to produce summaries that
follow a consistent structure received a perfect score of 5.00. A
rating of 4.64 was received by the software for its accuracy. With
relatively high scores of 4.47, 4.28, and 4.14 respectively, the
summaries were also found to be able to present a concise
description that would represent the abstract of a study, to state
the main idea of an article, and to summarize the introduction to a
research. Most importantly, it was agreed by the evaluators that
the summaries clearly state the benefits and potential risks of a
treatment plan as these respondents gave an average score of 4.06
for the corresponding criterion. Furthermore, the automated text
summarizer obtained 3.61, 3.47, and 3.08 for its capacity to
provide information regarding the methods for conducting a
study, to discuss the results obtained by a research, and to provide
only the important information.

Table 1. Mean Score Given to all the Summaries for the Evaluation of their Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary only includes important information.</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary follows a consistent structure: &lt;abstract-introduction-methods-findings&gt;.</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Abstract gives a concise description of the research article.</td>
<td>4.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Introduction states the background information of the research, the purpose of the study, and a brief overview of the methodology.</td>
<td>4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Methods section provides information about how the study was conducted.</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Findings section presents and discusses the results obtained.</td>
<td>3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary contains accurate information.</td>
<td>4.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary clearly states the main idea of the article.</td>
<td>4.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary clearly states benefits and potential risks of the treatment plan.</td>
<td>4.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.08</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The generated summaries were given relatively higher ratings in terms of their structure. This is likely attributed to the presence of the required sections (e.g. abstract, introduction, methods, findings) in all the articles that were part of the test corpus.

Evaluators also observed that the summaries contain accurate information. This may be attributed to the direct extraction of relevant content rather than abstraction of text from the source articles, thus presenting correct information.

The capability of the summarizer to create a concise description that would represent the abstract of a study, to state the main idea of an article, and to summarize the introduction to the study received high ratings, relative to that of the others. These scores can be owed to the algorithm that utilized the resemblance of a sentence to the title of a journal publication as the most important sentences are most likely related to the title of the text they belong to [42].

The evaluation shows not only that the summarizer built specifically for research articles on leukemia treatment plans was competent, it was also observed that the summaries showed the benefits of a treatment plan well. However, several evaluators noted the failure of the software to present potential risks of a treatment. This may be due to its lack of scientific terms that belong to its ontology of cancer-related terms, which is being used for the scoring of sentences based on cue-phrases. These words should not only be specific across a specific domain, which, for this study, should be associated with treatment plans for leukemia, but also across the main topic that a research study covers as the cue-phrase sentence-scoring feature heavily relies on the prior preparation of a set of keywords or key phrases [42].

The scores from the evaluation of the generated summaries’ methods and findings section were also relatively lower than of the other sections. This may be due to the lack of definitions or details of cancer-specific concepts and terms needed for oncology laymen to completely understand the treatment. As aforementioned, the software extracts only the top n sentences per section of the paper, therefore possibly not being able to present all important information that is needed to understand the processes used in a research study. Several terminologies that were included in the summaries provided regarding the findings of a study were also found to be difficult to understand by people who are non-experts in the field of biomedicine or leukemia. In addition, these ratings may have been caused by the inaccuracy of term frequency–inverse document frequency approach as there is usually a massive volume of stop words, or terms with little to no relevance to the study, and the list of stop words that was obtained from the NLTK, which was used in the aforementioned technique, may have lacked stop words that are specific to the domain of leukemia treatment plans [33].

Lastly, the effectiveness of the summarizer in including the important information only was given an average score that is low, as compared to the other ratings. The evaluators observed that the algorithm failed to omit excess and irrelevant data. The excess of data and lack of background information may have originated from the existence of synonyms, which may greatly affect the score of a word given by different sentence-ranking techniques, such as those that involve the use of cue-phrases and term frequency.

In general, the evaluators, who provided a general mean score of 4.08, were to found to agree that the software is an effective automated text summarizer for research papers regarding treatment plans for leukemia in terms of its contextual aspect.

4.2 Evaluation of the Language
The mean scores obtained from the evaluation of the linguistic aspect of all the summaries are shown in Table 2. With a general average score of 3.36, the summaries were given relatively lower ratings in terms of their linguistic aspect, as compared to that of their content.

Specifically, the software garnered a rating of 3.58 for both its understandability and ability to create summaries that do not assume complete background knowledge from an end-user. Additionally, a rating of 2.92 was given by the evaluators for the presentation of sentences by the summaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summary is understandable.</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary, as a whole, does not assume complete background knowledge from the reader.</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each sentence is neatly presented.</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Average</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The score obtained by the summarizer for the understandability of the summaries received a score of 3.58; this may be due to the occurrences of sentences whose context rely on other statements that were not extracted by the summarizer [29]. It was also found that the summarizer assumes complete background knowledge from the reader, as sentences were only extracted from a source publication, and there was no simplification of words and sentences performed. It was suggested by some evaluators that the simplification of information presented may be beyond the scope of the current research project as its current objective is to only extract significant sentences that contain that most essential information.

Finally, the presentation of sentences was given a lower score, as compared to the previous ratings. It was observed that some words were split into two parts due to being at the end of a line in the original copy of the article (e.g. admin- istration, mechanistically). Citation indices (e.g. [7-9]) and in-text citations were also included, potentially hindering people who are not from the academy from fully understanding a summary. Several sentences were also observed to have merged together. A number of symbols were seen to be misplaced and not properly converted.

In essence, the evaluators, who delivered a general mean score of 3.36, were to found to be neutral towards the effectiveness of the software as an effective automated text summarizer for research papers regarding treatment plans for leukemia in terms of its linguistic aspect.

5. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK
In recent years, automated text summarization by means of natural language processing has increasingly gained attention. By condensing the data contained in clinical studies, end-users, such as laymen and physicians, have found it easier to study a massive volume of information [26].

Using sentence-scoring techniques, a working algorithm for the automated text summarization of research articles regarding the effectiveness of various treatment plans was implemented. Results obtained from the qualitative evaluation of the software show that the automated text summarizer for research papers regarding the effectiveness of various treatment plans was successfully
developed: the software was effective in presenting the benefits and potential risks of a treatment plan and generating summaries from research papers regarding treatment plans for leukemia in terms of its contextual aspect.

Due to the low ratings received by the software in terms of its linguistic aspect, researchers who have background knowledge on the study of oncology or hematology may make better use of the developed summarizer as it is effective in terms of its context. Nonetheless, future researches may further improve on the linguistic aspect of the software. Additionally, the automated text summarizer is currently unable to properly process PDF files for accurate sentence scoring and clean summary output. This resulted in the PDF files having to be manually imported into text files.

To determine whether the summarizer is able to effectively include pertinent data in the treatment of leukemia, experts in the area of hematology or oncology will be gathered and asked to assess the performance of the software. Prospect evaluators include hematologists, who are specialists in the study of blood and blood-related diseases, such as leukemia; oncologists, who are doctors that treat cancer; or hematologist-oncologists, who are physicians that specialize in cancer-related blood diseases. At the present time, the researchers are still on the process of contacting biomedical experts for the further evaluation of the automated text summarizer.

The summarizer should also be evaluated by quantitative means, such as the classical Information Retrieval (IR) measures. The IR measures calculate for the following: precision, the ratio of the number of extracted or abstracted sentences that are actually correct over the total number of extracted or abstracted sentences; recall, the ratio of the number of extracted or abstracted sentences that are actually correct over the total number of correct sentences; F-score, a composite measure that combines precision and recall into one value. These evaluation measures can be implemented by having experts in hematology or oncology create gold standard summaries that are to be compared with the software-generated summaries.
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